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Matt Casey is a trial lawyer with more than 20 years of experience defending 
businesses and individuals involved in high-value products liability, personal 
injury, and catastrophic injury disputes in Oregon. Matt is knowledgeable 
about the landscape in Oregon’s various counties, and how injuries and claims 
are valued, having tried and arbitrated cases to conclusion throughout the 
state. 

With a keen interest in how the human mind and body work, Matt enjoys 
resolving cases where it’s important to understand the medical issues and the 
science behind what is required for recovery. Clients appreciate that Matt is a 
straight shooter who is skilled at identifying and explaining complex medical 
issues and legal concerns from the outset of the case and explaining them in 
ways that make sense. Since he started his legal career evaluating claims and 
medical issues on the plaintiff side, he brings a well-rounded perspective that 
helps him break down issues and arrive at common-sense solutions.

After looking at the big picture and doing an initial evaluation, Matt lays out 
a roadmap with different options early in the process so that his clients may 
make the best choices to chart an efficient course for the particular situation. 
This includes determining what types of experts are needed in the process 
to evaluate risk, and developing a defense plan with an end result in sight, all 
while helping clients understand what’s going on with the case and making 
sure they feel comfortable with the process.

Product liability

Represent manufacturers of products, including household devices, that 
allegedly injured someone or damaged property. 

Transportation-related accidents

Represent trucking and taxi companies or delivery drivers who get involved 
in a significant accident while transporting people or cargo, including in auto 
accidents and liquor liability cases.

Personal injury defense

Represent owners of businesses in premises liability cases where someone 
was allegedly injured.
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  Commercial Litigation
D&O Liability
Personal & Catastrophic Injury Litigation
Product Liability
Professional Liability

  · Willamette University, College of Law – J.D., 1998
 · Santa Clara University – B.S., 1995

  ·  Oregon

  ·  U.S. District Court, District of Oregon

  · L’Arche Portland (Member, Board of Directors, 2012-2018)
 · Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (Member)

  · Selected for inclusion in Oregon Super Lawyers (2019, 2018, 2017 — 
Personal Injury Defense: Products) 

 · Named as a “Rising Star” in Oregon Super Lawyers (2013, 2012, 2011, 
2010, 2008 — Personal Injury Defense: Products)

  ·  Panelist, “Depositions,” Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (OADC) 
Defense Practice Academy (2016) 

 · Panelist, “Experts,” Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (OADC) 
Defense Practice Academy (2016) 

 · Speaker, “If There’s a Fight Over the Order of Depositions, Who Gets 
to Go First?,” Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (OADC) Annual 
Convention (2015) 

 · Educator, “Practical Civil Litigation Training: Live Deposition Practice 
Sessions,” Oregon State Bar CLE (2014) 

 · Speaker, “Dram Shop Claims,” NALS of Oregon Fall Meeting & 
Educational Conference (2014) 

 · Co-Speaker, “Fundamentals of Arbitration,” Oregon Casualty Adjusters 
Association (2011) 

 · Author & Speaker, “Discovery Skills for Legal Staff in Oregon: Loopholes 
in Expert Discovery and Courts’ Reactions” (2003) 

 · Co-Author, “Case Notes: New Law Requires Owners of Residences 
to Give Notice of Construction Defects prior to Filing Suit,” Oregon 
Association of Defense Counsel (OADC) The Verdict (2003) 
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